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Abstract—As social media usage continues to grow, so does the
number of automated bot accounts that either spread malicious
content or generate fraudulent popularity for political and social
figures. Twitter, one of the more popular social media sites, has
been plagued by bot armies and needs to find a way to rid itself
of these infestations. Studies have shown that currently there are
no accurate ways to detect Twitter bot accounts regularly. Using
datasets from IIT (Institute of Informatics and Telematics), a
feature set is created that allows a classifier to be both accurate
and generalized. This feature set includes accessible features from
the Twitter API as well as derivative ratio features that give a
different perspective of the account. We then decide upon the
Random Forest machine learning algorithm because of its ability
to prevent most overfitting as well as create a generalized model
that can be deployed for accurate use directly after training.
In this paper, we propose a set of attributes for a Random
Forest classifier that results in high accuracy (90.25%) and
generalizability. To prove our derived feature set outperforms
basic feature sets and grants valuable insight, we test our derived
features against the most important of the basic features. Our
derived ratio features outperform these basic account features.
Index Terms—Twitter bot, machine learning, classifier, Random Forest, Scikit-learn.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Social media usage is growing faster than ever in today’s
world, according to PEW Research Center, 73% of U.S.
adults use YouTube, 68% use Facebook and 35% use Instagram. Shortly behind these social media “staples”, Twitter has
quickly risen to the point at which one in every four U.S.
adults uses its platform [1]. Twitter launched in 2006 and has
not stopped growing since it went public. On average, around
6,000 tweets are posted every second of the day, adding up to
roughly 360,000 tweets per minute [2].
With the huge growth of social media, it is not a stretch to
see why many businesses spend time creating and maintaining
various social media accounts. Digital marketing has allowed
companies to harness the power of social media which, in
turn, brings more customers to their businesses. Another
key component of these corporate social media accounts is
customer relations. When customers have a problem with a
product or service they often go to social media to post about
it. These customer relation accounts can seek out any posts
about issues and attempt to resolve the matter through refund
or product replacement.
A growing issue with Twitter is the amount of fake or
“bot” accounts either sharing malicious content or being

used to enhance the metaphorical reach of genuine accounts.
These Twitter bots are easily programmed due to the Twitter
API (Application Programming Interface) and can be created
within seconds. This means that just about anybody can create
bots to form the illusion of popularity around hot topics or
political figures. To make matters worse, Twitter does not use
a “captcha” when users are creating an account, therefore it
is very simple to have an automated service pump out tons
of bots that are then run through the open Twitter API [4]. A
captcha is a program used to verify that a human, rather than
a computer, is entering data on an online form [5].
Twitter bots have the ability to alter trending topics by the
sheer volume of tweets they can produce. They can make false
stories appear to have more views by promoting or tweeting
about a certain topic along with the associated hashtag. These
bots also spell disaster for corporations and their social media
presence. One person with a massive army of bot accounts
could have the bots all tweet negative sentiment about a
company’s product or service and tag the company in the
tweet. Now anyone searching this product, service or company
will be fed false information due to the shear volume of tweets
sent out by the attacking bots.
Now more than ever we need a way to get rid of existing
bots to protect people from being fed false information. In this
paper, we present a simple yet effective classifier model that
has the ability to detect existing Twitter bot accounts using
only data that is easily attainable through the Twitter API as
well as attributes that are ratios of the previously mentioned
data. Our contributions in this paper are:
• A generalized machine learning model that can detect
existing Twitter bot accounts with 90.25% accuracy
• A feature set that allows for high accuracy that includes
both basic and derivative attributes
We start by obtaining data and importing it into two MySQL
databases. Then, we preprocess the data by querying the
MySQL databases and begin our feature selection and feature
creation processes. The preprocessing python program outputs
CSV (Comma-Separated Values) files which hold the input
data and labels that are to be fed into our machine learning
model. Lastly, we feed the CSVs into our python program that
trains and tests a Random Forest classifier. This workflow can
be seen in Figure 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II will dive into the process and methodology of building

